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peace ; moreover, they generally fell under the baleful influence of the
self-seeking eunuchs. Consequently, when at length the moment came
for the heir to succeed to the throne, he was singularly unfitted for the
duties of sovereignty, and was forced to rely for guidance upon the eunuchs
and nobles. Amongst other causes of the decline of the Safavis was the
neglect of the army which, in consequence, became progressively less and
less efficient as the years went by. When in 1694 the meek and pious
but effete Sultan Irlusain became Shah, the doom of the Safavi dynasty
was sealed. His character was in strange contrast to those of the earlier
members of his line. He was one of the gentlest of men, and held
the shedding of even animal blood in the greatest abhorrence. He
cared nothing for regal power and was entirely without ambition. In
short, he was far more fitted for the cloister than he was for the throne.1
The first few years of the new Shah's reign were peaceful in the extreme,
but in 1699 signs of the coming storm appeared. In that year Baluch
tribesmen carried out several forays into the province of Kirman. Two
years later, a disturbance occurred in the province of Qandahar, but it
was quelled with ruthless severity by the Georgian prince, Giorgi XI of
Kartli, who was known to the Persians as Gurgin Khan.2 After crushing
this revolt, Gurgin Khan remained in Qandahar as Governor of the
province ; his garrison was largely composed of Georgians, whose cruelty
to the Ghalzai tribesmen led to serious discontent amongst them. Well
over a century before, the Ghalzais, together with the Abdalis, another
large Afghan tribe, had migrated westward and south-westward from
their mountain country and settled upon the more fertile plains of
Qandahar and Zamindavar and the valleys of the Arghandab and Tarnak.
Shah 'Abbas I, in consequence of a rising of the Abdalis, banished most
of them to the neighbouring province of Herat; the Ghalzais were thus
left by far the most powerful and influential community in Qandahar.
By the beginning of the XVIIIth century, they had increased in numbers
and ^ importance ; their chief was Mir Wais,3 the astute head of the
Hotiki clan.
Goaded to desperation by the Georgians' behaviour, the Ghalzais at
length rebelled, but Gurgin Khan defeated them, captured Mir Wais,
and sent him under strong guard to Isfahan. On arrival at the
capital, Mir Wais had no difficulty in deceiving the simple Shah Sultan
1 In later years, however, Shah Sultan Husain grew extremely uxorious, besides becoming addicted
to drink. Cornelius le Bruyn, who was in Isfahan in 1704, gave a most unfavourable account
of his character in his Travels into Muscovy, Persia, and Part of the East Indies (London, 1737),
vol. I, pp. 211 and 212.
1 For a description of Gurgin Khan's character and qualities, see Vakhusht, in Brosset's Histoire
de la Georgie, Vol. II, Part I, pp. 178 and 179.
' For Mir Wais's genealogy, real or supposed, see Muhammad $ayat Khan's &ayat-i-Afghani,
Urdu text (Lahore, 1867), pp. 257 and 262.

